The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)

Thailand’s overall gem and jewelry export value decreased 9.92 percent whereas its import
value surged 75.19 percent. Unwrought or semi-manufactured gold was the dominant product in
terms of export and import. However, a 2.15 percent increase from the previous year was seen in
Thailand’s export value of gem and jewelry excluding unwrought or semi-manufactured gold. The export
value of 2018 is likely to increase from that of 2017 owing to positive economic factors and global trading’s
gradual recovery. Consequently, purchasing power has partially bounced back. Moreover, the government has
been implementing strengthening measures for Thai business operators to be ready for becoming the world’s gem
and jewelry trading hub within the next 5 years. While the industry may sustain risks from the US unclear trading
policies, European political situation, international conflicts, natural disasters, and terrorist threats. These factors will inflict
consumer confidence. In addition, the Thai baht is likely to strengthen and consumer behaviors have also changed.
Thailand’s export value of gem and jewelry products in 2017 under
Chapter 71* of Harmonized Tariff Schedule dropped 9.92 percent from
USD 14,246.83 million in 2016 to USD 12,832.96 million. It was the
third most significant export product, with a share of 5.42 percent of
Thailand’s overall export products. However, with an exclusion of
unwrought or semi-manufactured gold export value which accounted
for a share of around 45 percent, the export value of gem and jewelry
products totaled at USD 7,117.58 million, a 2.15 percent increase from
the previous year.

Import value of gem and jewelry products surged 75.19 percent
from USD 8,611.30 million to USD 15,086.30 million.
In 2017, Thailand’s gem and jewelry products faced a trade deficit
of USD 2,253.34 million as shown in Figure 1. This was a result of
increases in importation of many products, particularly, unwrought or
semi-manufactured gold earning the highest share of 73 percent. It
was followed by polished diamond, gold jewelry, and polished precious
stone.

Figure 1: Thailand Gem and Jewelry Import and Export Value 2008 - 2017

Source: Thai Customs Department, data calculation by The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)
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Export Performance

The product with the highest export value in 2017 was
unwrought or semi-manufactured gold with a 44.54
percent share of the country’s gem and jewelry gross export value.
However its value fell by 21.48 percent as gold export value in the
first, second and fourth quarter of 2017 plunged by 37.67, 45.81,
and 47.55 percent respectively compared to the same periods of the
previous year. Consequently, gold export value throughout 2017
remained in negative ranges. Although the overall gold prices in
2017 improved in positive ranges, they did not increased significantly.
Annual average gold price of 2017 was at USD 1,257.12 per ounce
(http://www.kitco.com), a merely 0.51 percent increase from 2017.
While stock markets around the world improved, especially during
the second half of the year. Investors put off investing in gold and
shifted to risk weight assets instead.
Thailand’s key export market of unwrought or semimanufactured gold was Switzerland with the highest share of over
57 percent. The value declined 20 percent. The market was followed
by Cambodia with a 26.97 percent growth and Singapore with a
45.45 percent drop.

Fine Jewelry was the second most significant export product
accounting for a 28.61 percent share of Thailand’s gem and jewelry export
value. It grew 2.96 percent compared to the same period of the previous
year. Details of each key product in this category are as follows:

Gold Jewelry dropped by 3.71 percent from the previous year
as demand for gold jewelry weakened following global economic volatility.
As a result, Thailand earned less export value in many key markets. Its
export value to the top 3 primary markets: Hong Kong, the US, and the
UAE, as well as the UK, the fifth most prominent market shrank 1.69, 8.64,
30.31, and 10.15 percent respectively. Apart from the cause mentioned,
the UAE’s import of Thai gold jewelry also declined. This was partly due to
the government’s strict imposition of 5 percent customs duty on gold jewelry.
The customs duty had been reduced to not more than 1 percent for serveral
years. The strict levy resulted in higher prices of imported gold jewelry.
From January 1, 2018 onward, the government started to levy 5 percent
VAT on every product including gem and jewelry. This could be another
factor constantly reducing the UAE importation of Thai gold jewelry in 2018.
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Consumers in Switzerland, the fourth most important
market, still possessed purchasing power and most of them
preferred gold jewelry. Thus, Thailand’s export of gold jewelry to
the country rose 5.60 percent.

Silver Jewelry went up 14.76 percent from export to
Germany, Australia, China, and Hong Kong, the second, third,
fourth, and fifth most significant market, jumped by 16.25, 53.19,
94.62, and 48.37 percent respectively. This could partly be
resulted from lower silver jewelry prices. In 2017, silver metal’s
average price shrank around 1 percent compared to the previous
year. Consequently, consumer demand for silver jewelry rose.
Meanwhile, export to the US, the most important market,
constantly dropped by 1.86 percent. It was partly due to number
of tourists arriving in the US who usually buy silver jewelry
dropped. Therefore, spending for silver jewelry declined. In
addition, American consumers’ demand lessened as they were
unsure of the economy. Eventually, buyers reduced their import
of Thai silver jewelry.

Platinum Jewelry fell 22.36 percent as export to
Japan dominating the highest share of almost half of all the
shares, Hong Kong, the US, and the UK, the second, third, and
fourth most significant market, dropped 18.39, 34.53, 44.86 and
15.19 percent respectively. Platinum jewelry has been popular
among couples. However, nowadays increasing numbers of young
couples in the countries have preferred staying single or delayed
getting married. Especially in Japan during the past 5 years,
numbers of young generation getting married have been constantly
decreasing every year. In 2017, the number fell around 2 percent
compared to the previous year. As a result, demand for platinum
jewelry shrank and Thailand’s export of the product fell. World
Platinum Investment Council estimated that the global jewelry
sales in 2017 decreased around 1 percent. However, it would
improve about 3 percent in 2018 from demand of India and China,
the world’s large consumer markets of platinum jewelry.

Diamond was the third most prominent export product growth from the previous year. Export value of polished precious stone
with a 12.19 percent share. The product decreased 6.39 percent as
export of polished diamond, the primary product of the category fell
6.29 percent compared to the previous year. Stagnant demand in the
market following the global economic situation was part of the cause.
Also, it was either because consumers were so concerned over a large
number of synthetic diamonds mixed in the market that they lost
confidence in buying polished diamonds or consumers, particularly
American, shifted more toward lab-grown diamonds. Moreover,
average prices of diamonds went down. Average prices of diamonds
weighted 0.3 and 0.5 carat dropped 0.1 and 17.8 percent respectively.
Average price of diamonds weighted 1 carat fell 5.3 percent compared
to the previous year (RAPAPORT, January 2018). They caused the
declines of Thai export to major markets. Thai export to Hong Kong,
the top market, Belgium, the UAE, and the US, the second, fourth,
and fifth most significant market, dropped 8.41, 0.55, 20.67, and 17.88
percent respectively. The market with growth was India, the third most
prominent market. A 10.44 percent growth was earned from the market.

Colored Stone was the fourth most significant export
product with a 9.34 percent share, a 12.41 growth compared to the
previous year. Details of each key product in this category are as follows:

Polished Precious Stone (Ruby, Sapphire, and
Emerald) increased 22.23 percent. Thailand’s export of ruby
accounted for around 43 percent with a 27.15 percent growth in value.
Export of sapphire accounted for around 40 percent, a 17.64 percent

Table 1:

grew well because export to most of the key markets rose. The export
value to the top 5 markets: Hong Kong, the most significant market
dominating the highest share around 56 percent; the US; Switzerland;
India; and China, grew 32.28, 15.69, 14.91, 44.56, and 40.17 percent
respectively. The growth reflected that the global market demand for
polished precious stone from Thailand remained high.

Polished Semi-Precious Stone shrank 3.87 percent.
It was because export value to Hong Kong, the US, Switzerland, and
China, the top, second, third, and fifth most important market, went
down 4.68, 15.18, 5.64, and 5.63 percent respectively. Export value to
India, the fourth most significant market surged 42.66 percent.
Costume Jewelry was the fifth most important export
product accounting for 2.66 percent. Its export value decreased 16.21
percent from the previous year as export to Lichtenstein, Singapore,
the US, and Germany, the top, second, third, and fifth most prominent
market, shrank 10.57, 7.35, 31.18, and 47.96 percent respectively. This
was partly resulted from economic fluctuation. Middle class consumers
put off spending for unnecessary goods. Also, it could be because
Thailand’s large exporter, Marigot Jewellery (Thailand) Co., Ltd. (a
company of Swarovski Group), which has another plant in Vietnam,
might export more products from Vietnam to the markets instead of
exporting from Thailand. Vietnam’s costume jewelry export statistics
according to Global Trade Atlas, which grew in positive ranges, reflected
the observation.

Thailand’s Gem and Jewelry Export Value from January - December 2016 and 2017

Category

Value (Million USD)
Jan-Dec 16
Jan-Dec 17

Share (Percent)
Jan-Dec 16
Jan-Dec 17

Change
(Percent)

1 Unwrought or Semi-Manufactured Gold

7,278.72

5,715.38

51.09

44.54

-21.48

2 Jewelry

3,565.51

3,670.99

25.03

28.61

2.96

2.1 Silver Jewelry

1,559.56

1,789.71

10.95

13.95

14.76

2.2 Gold Jewelry

1,769.64

1,703.91

12.42

13.28

-3.71

2.3 Platinum Jewelry

100.73

78.21

0.71

0.61

-22.36

2.4 Others

135.58

99.16

0.95

0.77

-26.86

1,671.60

1,564.73

11.73

12.19

-6.39

3.1 Rough Diamond

100.85

92.80

0.71

0.72

-7.98

3.2 Polished Diamond

1,569.92

1,471.22

11.02

11.46

-6.29

0.83

0.71

0.01

0.00

-13.64

3 Diamond

3.3 Others
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Table 1:

Thailand’s Gem and Jewelry Export Value from January - December 2016 and 2017 (cont.)

Category
4 Colored Stone

Value (Million USD)
Jan-Dec 16
Jan-Dec 17

Share (Percent)
Jan-Dec 16
Jan-Dec 17

Change
(Percent)

1,066.74

1,199.16

7.49

9.34

12.41

4.1 Rough Stone

46.98

44.23

0.33

0.34

-5.86

4.2 Polished Precious Stone

669.23

817.97

4.70

6.37

22.23

4.3 Polished Semi-Precious Stone

350.53

336.96

2.46

2.63

-3.87

5 Costume Jewelry

407.91

341.77

2.86

2.66

-16.21

6 Waste and Scrap

62.09

150.54

0.44

1.17

142.44

7 Others

194.26

190.39

1.36

1.49

-1.99

14,246.83

12,832.96

100.00

100.00

-9.92

Total
(1+2+3+4+5+6+7)

Source: Thai Customs Department, data calculation by The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)

Thailand’s export market of gem and jewelry (inclusive of gold)
product under the category, fell 1.86 percent. The rest of the
with the highest value in 2017 was Switzerland. The market
share belonged to gold jewelry, of which export value declined
earned a 27.44 percent share with an 18.29 percent decline in value
8.64 percent. It was followed by polished diamond and polished
as export of the key product, unwrought or semi-manufactured
semi-precious stone. The products decreased 17.88 and 15.18
gold which accounted for a 94 percent share, decreased 20
percent respectively. Product with favorable growth was polished
percent. The product was followed by gold jewelry, which grew
precious stone with a 15.69 percent growth. It could be a result
5.60 percent.
from products exported by Thai entrepreneurs to be showcased
Hong Kong was the second most significant export
in major trade fairs in Tucson and Las Vegas.
market with a 19.16 percent share. A 2.30 percent growth was
Cambodia was the fourth most prominent export market
seen in the market as export of key products such as polished
with a 6.66 percent share. The market earned a 27.46 percent growth.
precious stone and unwrought or semi-manufactured gold
This was a result of export of a 26.97 percent growth of unwrought
went up 32.28 and 3.76 percent respectively. Export value
or semi-manufactured gold, the key product with around 98 percent
of polished diamond, gold jewelry, and polished semishare. Cambodia imported gold for investment, asset saving instead of
precious stone dropped 8.41, 1.69, and 4.68 percent
monetary saving, and jewelry manufacturing for domestic market. The
respectively.
dominant product was followed by gold jewelry with a 1.58-fold increase.
The US was the third most important export
The fifth most important export market of Thai gem and jewelry was
market of gem and jewelry product with a 9.15 percent
Singapore. Export value of the market plunged 41.41 percent as export
share. Export value to the market went down 6.79
of unwrought or semi-manufactured gold, the key product with a share of
percent. The key export product was fine jewelry with
around 84 percent, sank 45.45 percent. Following the product was costume
a 75 percent share. Silver jewelry, the dominant
jewelry with a 7.35 percent drop.
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Figure 2: Thailand’s Gem and Jewelry Export Markets in 2017
Hong Kong 19.16%
(+2.30%)
United States 9.15%
(-6.79%)
Cambodia 6.66%
(+27.46%)

Switzerland 27.44%
(-18.29%)

Singapore 5.16%
(-41.40%)
Germany 4.94%
(+5.96%)

Source: Thai Customs Department, data
calculation by The Gem and Jewelry
Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)

Others 16.04%
(-0.35%)

Japan 3.24%
(-12.50%)
India 2.97%
(+35.55%)
Australia 2.88%
(-49.61%)
Belgium 2.36%
(-5.34%)

According to Table 2 concerning Thailand’s export of
The growth in export value to India was because export value
gem and jewelry (exclusive of gold) to markets/regions during
of polished diamond, the key product, went up 10.44 percent. The
2014-2017, the export value in 2017 grew by 2.15 percent since
increase was due to Indian polished diamond factories, which had
the export value to Hong Kong and the EU, the top two key
been relocated to Thailand, exported their polished diamonds back
markets accounting for a total share of around 50 percent, rose
to their headquarters in India for domestic distribution and
2.06 percent and 2.16 percent. India, Pacific Island countries,
exportation. Furthermore, Thailand’s export value of polished
Japan, China, ASEAN countries, Russia and CIS countries, which
precious stone, pearl, and gold jewelry also increased.
were other key markets, also rose 23.93, 20.68, 9.83, 42.26, 15.44
Economic situation in Pacific Island countries was quite
and 1.69 percent respectively.
stable hence there were still consumers with purchasing
The growth of export to the EU was due to increases in export
power. The market was still able to grow favorably. Thailand’s
to Germany, accounting for the highest share of around 42 percent,
key market in the region was Australia. The market gained
the UK, Italy, and France, the third, fourth, and fifth most notable
a 21.02 percent growth as export value of silver jewelry
market, rose by 6.28, 3.60, 11.93, and 7.13 percent respectively. Key
surged 53.19 percent. Thailand’s export value to New
export product to Germany was silver jewelry. Gold jewelry was the key
Zealand, the key market following Australia, also rose
export product to the UK, Italy and France. However, these countries
13.18 percent. The key products with favorable growth
are likely to import more polished precious stone. Thus, Thai entrepreneurs
were silver jewelry and waste and scrap.
should elevate their penetration into the markets. Export to Belgium, the
The increase of export value to Japan was
second most prominent market of Thailand in the region, fell 5.33 percent.
because of its positively recovering economic situation
The key product to the market was polished diamond, of which export value
resulted from drives of export and Shinso Abe’s
went down 0.55 percent.
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victory in last October’s election. These factors supported political
stability and continuity of economic policy implementation. Consequently,
consumers regained confidence in spending for luxury items. Eventually,
Thailand was able to export more gold jewelry, polished diamond, and
silver jewelry to the market.
Export value to China went up as silver jewelry export hiked 94.62
percent. Part of the increase of silver jewelry export value was due to
Pandora, Thailand’s top exporter, exported the product to be sold in
their over 100 shops across China. Such increase reflected that Chinese
consumers were fond of brand-named products. Moreover, Thailand
was able to export more polished precious stone to China since the
country imported more products directly from Thailand instead of
importing most products through Hong Kong like it used to.
The increases of export value to ASEAN countries was because
export value to Malaysia, Vietnam, and Cambodia, the second, third,
and fourth most important market, increased over 1.05 fold, 24.88,
72.68 percent respectively. The dominant export product to Malaysia
was silver jewelry. It was followed by gold jewelry. The key export
product to Vietnam was gold jewelry, followed by synthetic stone. The

Table 2:

dominant product in Cambodia was gold jewelry, which grew
considerably. Thailand’s export to Singapore, the top market, shrank
3.51 percent. The key export product to Singapore was costume jewelry,
which constantly decreased.
Export value to Russia and CIS countries increased as export to
Armenia and Kazakhstan, the second and fourth most notable product,
went up 5.68 folds and 9.83 percent respectively. Thailand’s export of
dominant product, rough diamond, to Armenia increased over 9.43
folds and polished diamond grew over 3.11 folds. Part of the increases
could be because Rosy Blue, the world’s leading diamond manufacturer
from Belgium with manufacturing bases in Thailand and many countries,
including Armenia, imported rough diamonds for polishing in Thailand
and other selected ones were exported to manufacturing base in
Armenia. Key export product to Kazakhstan was silver jewelry, which
increased 29.31 percent. Export to Russia and Ukraine, the top and
third most prominent market, shrank 5.77 and 28.67 percent respectively
as Thailand’s export of primary product, silver jewelry, to the markets
declined 9.54 and 31.80 percent respectively.

Export Value of Thailand’s Gem and Jewelry (Exclusive of Gold) to Markets/Regions from 2014 to 2017

2014

Value (Million USD)
2015
2016

2014

Share (Percent)
2015 2016

2017

Change (Percent)
15/14 16/15 17/16

2017

Hong Kong

1,822.07

2,056.48 2,070.59

2,113.29

25.02

28.62

29.72

29.69

12.87

0.69

2.06

European Union

1,662.16

1,619.65

1,489.01

1,521.13

22.83

22.54

21.37

21.37

-2.56

-8.07

2.16

United States

1,359.87

1,310.11

1,256.38

1,173.24

18.68

18.23

18.03

16.48

-3.66

-4.10

-6.62

Middle East
Countries

598.85

562.63

595.27

505.84

8.22

7.83

8.54

7.11

-6.05

5.80

-15.02

India

350.00

240.13

271.38

336.32

4.81

3.34

3.89

4.73

-31.39

13.01

23.93

Pacific Island
Countries

181.74

177.63

202.50

244.37

2.50

2.47

2.91

3.43

-2.26

14.00

20.68

Japan

255.87

272.34

206.20

226.48

3.51

3.79

2.96

3.18

6.44

-24.29

9.83

China

111.03

149.44

153.38

218.19

1.52

2.08

2.20

3.07

34.59

2.64

42.26

ASEAN

205.58

177.86

172.25

198.84

2.82

2.47

2.47

2.79

-13.48

-3.15

15.44

Russia and CIS
Countries

160.25

55.49

60.07

61.09

2.20

0.77

0.86

0.86

-65.37

8.25

1.69

Others

574.10

564.35

491.08

518.79

7.89

7.86

7.05

7.29

-1.70

-12.98

5.65

7,281.52

7,186.11

6,968.11

7,117.58

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

-1.31

-3.03

2.15

Country/Region

Total

Source: Thai Customs Department, data calculation by The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)
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Export value to the US went down 6.62 percent because export
value of silver jewelry, the key product, decreased. Apart from unstable
economic situation inflicting American consumer demand and
decreasing number of tourists, it was also due to Pandora, Thailand’s
top exporter, changed its policy regarding product returned from
franchises, which has become effective since January 2017. In addition,
the company intensively competed against other brands as they
implemented many sale promotion campaigns to attract customers.
This could cause buyers to reduce their silver jewelry imports. Sales
of Pandora in the US during the first half of 2017 went down 5 percent
(PANDORA, Company Announcement, 8 August 2017) and rose 4
percent in the third quarter. (Update 2- Danish jeweler Pandora Says
U.S. market to weigh on 2017 sales, www.cnbc.com, 7 November 2017)
Jewelers Board of Trade (JBT) reported that in 2017, 1,022 jewelry
business operators in the US ceased their businesses. Most of them
were jewelry retailer companies. This could also be another reason for
the decreases in the US import of Thai gem and jewelry.

2

Export value to the Middle East declined 15.02 percent as export
to the UAE, Israel, Bahrain, and Saudi Arabia, the top, second, fourth,
and fifth most outstanding market, fell 21.04, 13.26, 10.15, and 6.09
percent respectively. Gold jewelry was the dominant export product
to the UAE, Bahrain, and Saudi Arabia. The export value of the product
to the markets decreased. Primary export product to Israel was polished
diamond, of which export value went down. However, export to Qatar,
the third most outstanding market, still grew 1.18 percent. Though,
export value of gold jewelry, the key product, shrank, export of costume
jewelry, which followed gold jewelry, jumped over 49.55 folds.
The UAE and Saudi Arabia have started imposing 5 percent VAT
from January 2018 onward. This could result in gold jewelry price
increase. Therefore, export value of Thailand’s gold jewelry to the
countries is likely to consistently decrease in 2018.

Import Performance

In 2017, import value of gem and jewelry was at USD 15,086.30
million, a 75.19 percent jump from the previous year. Most of the import
value belonged to raw materials. In 2017, the Thai baht strengthened
consistently. As a result, raw materials imported became cheaper. Thai
entrepreneurs imported them to stock up their inventory. Unwrought
or semi-manufactured gold held the highest share of 73.13 percent,
an 86.86 percent increase as gold prices did not move up high. They
increased slightly from the previous year. Additionally, the strengthening
of Thai baht encouraged entrepreneurs to import gold mostly for
speculation. They waited for gold price to increase before selling off
their gold. Part of the gold accumulation was for gold jewelry
manufacturing for domestic distribution. Decreasing gold jewelry prices
boosted Thai consumer demand for gold jewelry. Diamond increased

over 1.37 fold. Polished diamond was the dominant product with an
over 1.87-fold growth. Rough diamond grew 21.11 percent. Fine jewelry
was the third most outstanding import product with a 22.45 percent
growth. Gold jewelry was the primary product with a 24.55 percent
growth in terms of value. Silver jewelry and platinum jewelry grew 31.07
and 0.47 percent respectively. Imported products were products sent
back after being showcased in trade fairs and brand-named products
imported to be sold in luxury shopping places. The fourth most
prominent import product was colored stone, which grew 59.96
percent. Thailand’s import of polished precious stone, polished semiprecious stone, and rough stone increased 68.74, 26.25 percent and
2.51 folds. Silver metal, the fifth most outstanding product increased
2.17 percent.
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Table 3:

Thailand’s Gem and Jewelry Import Value from January - December 2016 and 2017

Category

Value (Million USD)
Jan-Dec 16
Jan-Dec 17

Share (Percent)
Jan-Dec 16
Jan-Dec 17

Change
(Percent)

1 Unwrought or Semi-Manufactured Gold

5,904.56

11,033.22

68.57

73.13

86.86

2 Diamond

775.71

1,843.25

9.01

12.22

137.62

2.1 Rough Diamond

225.99

273.69

2.62

1.81

21.11

2.2 Polished Diamond

545.22

1,564.84

6.33

10.37

187.01

4.50

4.72

0.06

0.04

4.75

514.53

630.03

5.98

4.18

22.45

3.1 Silver Jewelry

101.43

132.94

1.18

0.88

31.07

3.2 Gold Jewelry

351.61

437.93

4.08

2.90

24.55

3.3 Platinum Jewelry

23.95

24.06

0.28

0.16

0.47

3.4 Others

37.54

35.10

0.44

0.24

-6.54

337.81

540.36

3.92

3.58

59.96

4.1 Rough Stone

12.00

42.15

0.14

0.27

251.01

4.2 Polished Precious Stone

204.47

345.02

2.37

2.29

68.74

4.3 Polished Semi-Precious Stone

121.34

153.19

1.41

1.02

26.25

5 Silver

525.85

537.28

6.11

3.56

2.17

6 Other Articles of Precious Metal or

94.18

173.69

1.09

1.15

84.42

7 Others

458.66

328.47

5.32

2.18

-28.38

8,611.30

15,086.30

100.00

100.00

75.19

2.3 Others

3 Jewelry

4 Colored Stone

of Metal clad with Precious Metal
Total
(1+2+3+4+5+6+7)

Source: Thai Customs Department, data calculation by The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)

Thailand’s most significant source for gem and jewelry products
was Switzerland, with an import share of 39.85 percent, an over
1.04-fold growth. Unwrought or semi-manufactured gold took almost
entire share of the import products. The second – ranked import source
was Hong Kong, with a 14.89 percent share, an over 1.18-fold growth.
Most of the product imported was unwrought or semi-manufactured
gold, with an around 69 percent share. It was followed by polished
diamond. The third most significant import source was Australia, with
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a 9.10 percent share and a 70.93 percent growth as gold took the
highest import share of around 99 percent. India was the fourth most
significant import source with a 5.52 percent share and an over 1.74fold growth as polished diamond was the dominant import product.
Singapore was the fifth most prominent import source with a 4.63
percent share and an over 2.79-fold growth as unwrought or semimanufactured gold was the dominant product with an around 93
percent share. The product was followed by gold jewelry.

Figure 3: Thailand’s Gem and Jewelry Import Sources in 2017
Switzerland 39.85%
(+104.36%)

Hong Kong 14.89%
(+118.17%)

Australia 9.10%
(+70.93%)

India 5.52%
(+174.55%)
Others 9.90%
(+1.64%)
Japan 2.94%
(+4.17%)
Thailand 2.95%
(-19.77%)

Singapore 4.63%
(+279.97%)

United States 3.11%
(+37.02%)

China 3.77%
(+94.02%)
Belgium 3.34%
(+90.31%)

Source: Thai Customs Department, data calculation by The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)
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Conclusion

Thailand’s gem and jewelry export value in 2017 fell 9.92 percent.
However, gem and jewelry export value excluding unwrought or
semi-manufactured gold showed a 2.15 percent growth. Export value
of Thai gem and jewelry deducted of export value of unwrought or

Table 4:

semi-manufactured gold and import value of products sent back from
being showcased in trade fairs showed that the net export value of
gem and jewelry increased 4.04 percent as illustrated in Table 4.

Thailand’s Gem and Jewelry Net Export Value from January - December 2016 and 2017

Category

Value (Million USD)
Jan-Dec 16
Jan-Dec 17

Share (Percent)
Jan-Dec 16
Jan-Dec 17

Change
(Percent)

Total gem and jewelry export value

14,246.83

12,832.96

100.00

100.00

-9.92

Deducted by unwrought or semi-manufactured

7,278.72

5,715.38

51.09

44.54

-21.48

Export value excluding gold

6,968.11

7,117.58

48.91

55.46

2.15

555.33

445.54

3.90

3.47

-19.77

6,412.78

6,672.04

45.01

51.99

4.04

gold export value

Deducted by the value of products sent back
from international trade fairs presence

Net export value

Source: Thai Customs Department, data calculation by The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization)
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The favorable growth in the actual export value of Thai
gem and jewelry in 2017 was due to export during the second
half of 2017 grew in positive ranges after consistent stagnation
throughout the first half of the year. It was partly due to
economy of some trading partner countries had recovered.
Thus, purchasing power partially returned and boosted demand
to buy goods for major festivals at the end of the year. Prices
of raw materials, including diamond, silver metal, and platinum
metal, also dropped. Gold metal prices increased slightly. Export
of Thai gem and jewelry (exclusive of unwrought or semimanufactured gold) is likely to improve from gradually recovering
global economy and the government’s measures to strengthen
Thai entrepreneurs to achieve the goal of becoming the world’s
gem and jewelry trading hub within the next 5 years. However,
Thailand’s gem and jewelry export still has to face the following
challenges.

Progressively Recovering Global Economy
with Volatility: IMF anticipated that in 2018, the global
economy will grow 3.8 percent from 3.7 percent in 2017 as
economic situation in many countries has been recovering in
a positive direction. Inflation rate in the US was anticipated to
be at 2 percent, which is according to the target. However,
policies of Donald Trump, the US President, must to be observed
closely, especially his measures to reduce tax rates to boost
investment atmosphere. The measures’ goal may not be
achieved because of financial condition problems. The EU’s
economy may possibly recover but persistent internal problems
of some countries may hold back the region’s overall economic
growth, for instance, Catalan’s attempt to secede from Spain
and Brexit’s aftereffects, which will be seen clearly this year.
China will see its economic growth as anticipated at 6.7 percent
and it is likely to grow consistently. However, high private sector
debt may cause a pause in China’s economic growth rate.
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Japan’s economy will gradually grow. The country’s inflation
rates will remain low. However, workforce shortage will be an
obstacle to its economic growth.
Furthermore, problems: Korean Peninsula unrest, conflicts
in the Middle East, President Trump’s uncertain political actions,
natural catastrophes, and terrorist threats, may cut down
consumer confidence and cause a halt in the global economic
recovery. They will eventually inflict Thailand’s export.

Rapidly Changing Consumer Behaviors
following technology and social media trends affect consumption
regarding lifestyle and desired product formats. The internet
becomes more influential over consumers’ decision making to buy
a product. Nowadays, millennials usually spend their money to gain
experience by traveling or purchasing technological products
rather than buying luxury items. According to statista.com, in
2017, the global smartphone sales were at USD 478.7 billion,
an around 9 percent growth from the previous year. The sales
are likely to grow constantly. However, according to Business
Wire’s forecast, the global gem and jewelry market will grow
with an average rate of around 5 percent during 2017-2018.

Thai Baht Inclines to Strengthen and
Constantly Fluctuates as major factors derived from
President Trump’s economic policy implementations worry
investors. They predicted that the US may use weak US dollar
policy. This may incite selling of US dollar and constantly
weaken the currency. Funds will flow out to other regions.
Thailand may receive more funds as Thailand’s overall economy
grow quite well. The funds will strengthen Thai baht in medium
and long term. However, Thai baht may weaken at the end of
the year following the recovery of DXY index and recession of
surplus fund in Thailand’s current account.
Therefore, Thai entrepreneurs should closely follow
changes of the world in every aspect as they may affect this
year’s export in order to prepare strategies for unexpected
incidents; accelerate utilizing innovations to create uniqueness
for products to avoid pricing competition; regularly study
consumption trends to be able to produce goods meeting target
customers’ demand; create themes or gimmicks for products,
which attract young consumers; focus more on a marketing
approach combining offline and online platforms (Omni
Channel) to create good buying and selling experience for
customers; establish business alliances from upstream to
downstream; and keep good relationship with existing and new
customers and consistently take care of customers.
Moreover, they should prevent risks from foreign
clients’ payment default by using a letter of credit or LC, protect
themselves from risks of buyers’ failing to pay for products by
using export insurance (a service of Exim Bank), and manage
risks by using a forward contract. These should help Thailand’s
gem and jewelry export grow in a positive direction.

* Harmonized Tariff Schedule Chapter 71 includes natural or cultured pearls,
precious or semiprecious stones, precious metals, metals clad with precious
metal and articles thereof; imitation jewelry; coins

Disclaimer
This publication has been published by The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization). All rights reserved. All copyright in this
publication and related work is own by The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization). The same may not be reproduced, wholly or in part in
any material form, modified or in any manner communicated to any third party except with the written approval of The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand
(Public Organization).
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GIT Information Center :

The Focal Point of Gem and Jewelry Insight for
Thai Business’s Global Success
In today’s business world, whoever gains
access to information first and wisely handles
data resource wins. GIT Gem and Jewelry
Information Center, serving as an academic
reference source, has conducted in-depth
information regarding gem and jewelry
marketing to provide guidance and safeguard
for Thailand’s gem and jewelry industry,
reinforce strength and competitiveness as well
as equip entrepreneurs with intellectual
weapons to be able to “know thy self, know thy
enemy” for their business decision making. The
center also provides information to related
government agencies and private sectors for
policy and strategy determination in relation to
support Thailand’s gem and jewelry trading to
steadily flourish in the global market.

Services
Gem and Jewelry Marketing Database
(http://infocenter.git.or.th) is the main distribution channel of in-depth
information on gem and jewelry trading. The center has carefully
selected essential, accurate and instantaneous information regarding
market trends, consumer behaviors, trading policies/measures, key
markets’ importer lists, trade fair calendar. It is an influential tool to
fulfill users’ requirements in the era of over-information.
Social Network is another channel providing gem and jewelry information services for users through Facebook on Facebook.
com/GITInfoCenter, LINE application (ID: git_info_center) and Youtube
on GIT Information Center channel.
Gem and Jewelry Library, carrying a collection of over
10,000 resources concerning gem and jewelry information, is ready to
fully become e-Library according to the concept of “GIT Library is
everywhere.”. The library services are provided on www.git.or.th/library.

Consultancy and Information Support on Gem
and Jewelry Trading and Recommendation on Related
Domestic and Foreign Information Sources for Public & Private
Sectors, Entrepreneurs, Students and General Public is available
through telephone inquiry at (662) 634 4999 ext. 444 and e-mail at
database@git.or.th
Gem and Jewelry Publications are excellent manuals for
Thai entrepreneurs to understand their markets. The publications are
completed with information on manufacturing, marketing, trading
opportunities and challenges, as well as recommended strategies to
thrive in each market.
Academic seminar is a way to pass on gem and jewelry
knowledge, information as well as real experience from academics and
veteran experts in the industry essential for successful business
operation.

Gem and Jewelry Information Center, The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand (Public Organization).
140 ITF Tower Building, 1st-4th and 6th Floor, Silom Road, Suriyawong, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500, Thailand
Tel: (662) 634 4999 Ext. 444		

Fax: (662) 634 4999 Ext. 436

Website: http://infocenter.git.or.th		

E-mail: database@git.or.th

